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Kyle and Sarah created Brown Dog Fancy in a charming yet tiny kitchen in their Stamford, Connecticut starter home.
Sarah explains that their spicy, tangy mustards were born from spending countless evenings cooking together in their
small space with their two big brown dogs, Tug and Charlie, precariously underfoot.
As romantic and playful as it all sounds, the true vibe that was brewing was a secret competition between two type A
amateur chefs who happened to be having a great deal of fun.
Brown Dog Fancy organically evolved from the mouth-watering recipes lovingly prepared by two very creative people
falling deeply in love. This has turned out to be a recipe for gourmet food success.

Prior to their marriage in 2016, they spent
weeknights enjoying each other’s
company while one upping each other
with dinner cooking competitions. To spice
things up during the constant quest for the
weeknight win, Kyle developed countless
mustards, rubs, marinades, and barbecue
sauces to leverage his talent and delight
Sarah’s taste buds.
Soon friends began dropping by their
home to help determine the daily
champion. The mustards began venturing
beyond their own dinner table with
frequent appearances at neighborhood
gatherings, holiday meals, and family get
togethers. Requests for Kyle’s tasty
condiments started pouring in from
friends, family, and strangers. After a little
fine tuning (and much encouragement),
Brown Dog Fancy specialty foods have
made it to the market.
As expected, Kyle’s favorite process of
the business is focusing on recipe
development and creating new
formulations, while cooking with Sarah.

Celebrating Special Moments Over Food
Now sold in stores and on line at
www.browndogfancy.com, the love that went into
creating Brown Dog Fancy is currently being
served up throughout the US. Starting with a
sampling and variety of spicy and sweet mustards,
this brand is redefining brunches, backyard BBQs,
and pop-up picnics everywhere.

